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After 20 years of inspiring leaders 
around the world as a trainer, coach 
and master facilitator, Kim is offering 
an expanded collection of keynotes. 
Kim brings experience that ranges from 
systems thinking, holographic leadership, 
communication/influence, and personal 
branding. 

Kim has been teaching leaders at all 
levels of the organization in the tools and 

art of systems thinking inspiring them to 
integrate this approach into their personal 
and professional lives. 

“We can no longer live a divided life – 

where we are one person at work and 

one person at home.  We are entering a 

golden age of transparency and respect.  

We are being asked to accept the clarion 

call of our souls to co-create a new reality 

for us all.  A new reality which will require 

a courageous new vision of leadership,” 
states Kim.  This understanding is the 
foundation of her new suite of keynotes. 
They are customized for each audience 
to discover their full potential. 

She is on a quest to inspire people 
and enterprises to find where they 
soulfully belong and make their unique 
contribution to the matrix of life.

SYSTEMS THINKING
• The Leadership Looking Glass: Reimagine 

the basic tenets of business. Magical 
insights arming you with the tools needed 
to bring clarity to chaos. 

• Swim Lanes & Silos: Corporate Myths 
Holding the Future Hostage: A healing 
look at what needs to be released and a 
compelling invitation to the new realities 
waiting.

• Holographic Leadership: The Future is 
Now:  The rise of holographic technology 
offers us a glimpse into a new type of 
leadership beckoning to corporate leaders.

WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT
• The 100th Anniversary: An Invitation 

for a New Era: 2020 will be the 100th 
anniversary for women’s right to vote in the 
US.  Next year is a portal to a new era.

• Is it the System or Is it Me?: The path 
your audience can follow to live a 
more rewarding life – personally and 
professionally. 

• Intuitive Intelligence: Unlocking Your 
Secret Weapon: A roadmap for the new 
leadership required to create a future of 
respect and dignity for all.  An ancient path 
of wisdom that is calling out to women 
around the world.

THE FUTURE OF LEADERSHIP
• Jump into the Driver’s Seat of Your 

Career: The four stages of building your 
signature leadership brand with purpose 
and intention. 

• The Science of the Spoken Word: 
Revolutionary new ways of thinking about 
language and how to use its full power. 

• Think Like a Hacker: How to Code the 
Life You Want: Everything in the digital 
world is designed using code, a systematic 
set of rules creating a desired outcome. 

• Conscious Capitalism: Leaders can build 
“healing organizations” that redefine and 
measure success by the ways we positively 
impact lives.  Be part of the evolution.

Keynote Topics Catalyst for Change, Thought Alchemist, 
Inspirational Teacher
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Worked with 24 Industries

“She is an expert in her field and has world 
class credentials.  Audiences instantly 
have complete trust in Kim and what she is 
teaching.”  Capgemini 

 “I was SO impressed with your preparation, 
attention to detail, going far beyond 
expectations for the Systems Thinking 
session - especially the charisma with which 
you facilitated such an incredible learning. 
More than 95% of the delegates rated the 
program 9-10/10 which is very humbling 
indeed.” International Leadership 
Program  

 
“Kim’s expertise is unparalleled. She brings 
an innate amount of energy and inspires 
people with the personal connections 
she makes. She is truly helping her clients 
unleash their best self.”  K.C., Director – 

Whirlpool

“Really impressive and inspirational keynote 
– cannot get enough of Kim! She has great 
stage presence and is very engaging. 
Passion was outstanding.”  Annual 
Education Conference

“Her command of the topic of systems 
thinking is especially breathtaking and 
inspiring.” Bill Timoney, Professional Acting 

Coach to Bryan Cranston –  star of AMC 

series Breaking Bad & Broadway Actor in 

NETWORK 

 
“Kim is creative, engaging, and had an 
amazing ability to draw out a level of 
excellence that surpassed expectations. 
Her wealth of experience with multiple 
industries offered a broad scope to create 
an experience that would stand the test of 
time.” E. H. Amazon

Global Impact
Brazil, Canada, China, Dubai, France, Italy, 
Singapore and the United States.  Trained and 
coached leaders from 33 countries. 

Like an artist, each day is a blank canvas 
where we design a creation called our life. 
“With each choice, our future is brought into our now. We 
are designed to be love, wisdom and power in action. The 
answers we seek are seeded deep within our hearts – if 
only we will listen.  It is possible to bring clarity to chaos 
when we shift our perspective. Climb higher is the calling 
card for humanity.” Kim Faith

"
EACH LEARNING EVENT IS 
CAREFULLY ORCHESTRATED 
TO CREATE MAGIC.  
Creating magic with you is what Kim 
does best.  Lightyears away from the 
“high-maintenance” reputation of 
some keynote speakers, Kim enters 
into a trusted partnership to co-
create a life-changing experience for 
your attendees.  

Kim’s flexibility to pivot as needed 
during events is key to your success. 
Her easy-going attitude makes your 
job easier, and working together 
more fun.  

Kim’s genuine desire to serve and 
her attention to the goals of the 
overall experience makes her an 
asset to your next big event.  

She brings over two decades of 
advice, insight and wisdom into 
your planning process.  



“As a speaker, she is able to read her crowd, and choose the right 
combination of words, which push her audiences to become active 
participants in her sessions, not just passive attendees.”  Robert Wade, 

President, Puget Sound Business Travel Association 2019 *Members 

include Expedia, Uber, Delta, Marriott and many other travel related 

corporations

“To date, I have never received more calls and emails about a keynote 
speaker. She was WONDERFUL.”  Ryan Schlemmer, Sales Mgr. – 

Destination Hotels 2019 & Past President of PSBTA

“The dialogue that it promoted after was amazing!  People were talking 
about how they had qualities of the different generations and how they 
could see the differences within their workplace. I could have not asked for 
a better response!” Andi Rawl, Event Planner, SC Economic Development 

State Conference 

“In my more than 25 years in HR, Kim is by far the best executive coach I 
have worked with for leaders and individual contributors, early career and 
executive leaders, male and female.” A. Waters, Sr. HR Partner, GE Energy 

Connections – Industrial Solutions  

“You reset my views over the past few days around the value of solid and 
well thought out leadership development and coaching.” R.G. - Capgemini

“Of all the trainings I have received as a new manager, this was one of the 
best. Kim was powerful, engaging, and truly inspiring!”  Herman Dunn – 

Customer Service – Inside Global Sales & Service, American Airlines

“Standing ovations have become an expectation when Kim concludes a 
session with our field sales force.” Two Roads Hospitality

“It’s been a week since I saw you last but I can’t forget the experience 
of many of the things you said and did.” Ray Meyers – Draexlmaier 

Automotive
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“Kim was able to engage us for hours.” 
Nahdia Pirzada – GE Healthcare


